
Calculus II, Section 7.4, #70
Integration of Rational Functions by Partial Fractions

(a) Use a CAS to find the partial fraction decomposition of the function1

f(x) =
12x5 − 7x3 − 13x2 + 8

100x6 − 80x5 + 116x4 − 80x3 + 41x2 − 20x + 4

We’ll use Wolfram|Alpha (W|A):

The output was much longer, including graphs and alternate forms. Here is one of the other forms
that looks much simplified:

5686 x
3993 I2 x2+1M + 313 x

363 I2 x2+1M2 +
544

1331 I2 x2+1M - 251

363 I2 x2+1M2 -
59 096

19 965 H5 x-2L + 5828
1815 H5 x-2L2

Computed by Wolfram»Alpha

(b) Use part (a) to find
∫
f(x) dx and graph f and its indefinite integral on the same screen.

When we tried to plot both the function and its indefinite integral together, there was not enough
space in the W|A input box.2 Here is the graph of the function f

1Stewart, Calculus, Early Transcendentals, p. 502, #70.
2Don’t complain too loudly; it’s free.
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Plot@H5686xL ê H3993 H2x^2+1LL + H313xL ê H363 H2x^2+1L^2L +
544ê H1331 H2x^2+1LL -251ê H363 H2x^2+1L^2L -
59096ê H19965 H5x-2LL +5828ê H1815 H5x-2L^2L, 8x, -5, 5<D

Computed by Wolfram»Alpha

and here is the graph of
∫
f(x) dx

There seems to be some problem. We are not expecting an “imaginary part” to the graph. If we
look back at the antiderivative, we notice that the computer has used

∫
1
t dt = ln (t), that is, it has

not included the absolute value of the input to the natural logarithm. Let’s try again, inserting the
absolute values around the argument (input) 2− 5x of the natural logarithm.
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Hx from -3.8 to 4.6L

Plot@-H251xL ê H726 H2x^2+1LL -313ê H1452 H2x^2+1LL +H2843 log H2x^2+1LL ê7986+5828ê H9075 H2-5xLL -H59096 log HAbs@2-5xDLL ê99825+ H503 tan^H-1L Hsqrt H2L xLL ê H7986 sqrt H2LLD
Computed by Wolfram»Alpha

Much better. There is still a vertical asymptote at x = 2
5 , but that’s to be expected from the factor of

2− 5x in the denominator.

(c) Use the graph of f to discover the main features of the graph of
∫
f(x) dx.

Here, we are going to think of f as the derivative of
∫
f(x) dx. From the graph of f ,
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Plot@H5686xL ê H3993 H2x^2+1LL + H313xL ê H363 H2x^2+1L^2L +
544ê H1331 H2x^2+1LL -251ê H363 H2x^2+1L^2L -
59096ê H19965 H5x-2LL +5828ê H1815 H5x-2L^2L, 8x, -5, 5<D

Computed by Wolfram»Alpha

it seems there are critical numbers at x ≈ −0.7, x ≈ 0.7, and x ≈ 1. (Remember: We view f as the
derivative, so where f(x) = 0, there is a critical number for

∫
f(x) dx.) For x ≈ −0.7, f changes from

negative to positive, so
∫
f(x) dx has a local minimum at x ≈ −0.7. For x ≈ 0.7, f changes from

positive to negative, so
∫
f(x) dx has a local maximum at x ≈ 0.7. For x ≈ 1, f changes from negative

to positive, so
∫
f(x) dx has a local minimum at x ≈ 1. These features are evident of the graph of∫

f(x) dx.


